
��5�)>. �Ñ°�Ï� De 2, 2008��` 120 5Ö��Þ�è×Þ�bë°��5 120 5��3��àî|�ZTzZ¼�µ�®������ÕÄ��ÍJ���5�mý�Þr¬�Ä'Þ���à�Ä¶.r��(��Þ�Ä2/�1. (10 points) Write down the Taylor series for osx at x = 0, and estimate the de�niteintegral Z 10 osx2 dxwith an error of magnitude no greater than 0.001.2. (10 points) Find the ritial point off(x; y) = xy + 2x� lnx2yin the open �rst quadrant (x > 0, y > 0) and show that f takes on a minimumthere. Remember that the Hessian of f is���� fxx fxyfyx fyy ����3. (10 points) Use Taylor's formula forf(x; y) = 11� x� yat the origin to �nd the quadrati approximation of f near the origin.4. (10 points) Find the average distane from a point P (x; y) in the disk x2+ y2 � a2to the origin (a > 0).5. (10 points) Solve the systemu = 3x+ 2y; v = x+ 4yfor x and y in terms of u and v. Then �nd the value of the Jaobian �(x; y)�(u; v) . Then,use the above transformation to evaluate the double integralZ ZR 3x2 + 14xy + 8y2 dA1



for the region R bounded by the lines y = �(3=2)x + 1, y = �(3=2)x + 3, y =�(1=4)x, and y = �(1=4)x+ 1.6. (10 points) Write down the de�nition for a vetor �eld F being onservative. LetF = 3x2 i+ z2y j+ 2z ln y k;is F onservative? (State your reasons and show your work.) Evaluate the lineintegral ZC F �T dsalong the line segment from (1; 1; 1) to (1; 2; 3).7. (10 points) Is the di�erential form (6y + x) dx + (y + 2x) dy exat? (State yourreasons and show your work.) Evaluate the integralIC(6y + x) dx+ (y + 2x) dyalong the irle C: (x� 2)2 + (y � 3)2 = 4.8. (20 points) Let surfae S be the onez = px2 + y2; 0 � z � 1:(a) Find a parametrization of S.(b) Find the surfae area of S by the parametrization you found in part (a).() Let C be the boundary of S: x2 + y2 = 1, z = 1. Let C be oriented ounter-lokwise as viewed from above. With this orientation, �nd the unit normal vetorn for S.(d) Find the irulation of the �eld F = (x2� y) i+4z j+ x2 k around the urve Cas desribed in part ().[�QR�9×ÞÎ 95 .OÏÞ.�Ý�Ï�Þ�Þê2¾3��5Ð)>.
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9. (10 points) Let S be the portion of the ylinder y = exin the �rst otant that projets parallel to the x-axisonto the retangle R: 1 � y � 2, 0 � z � 1 in theyz-plane. Let n be the unit vetor normal to S that pointsaway from the yz-plane. Find the ux of the �eldF(x; y; z) = �2i+ 2y j+ z k aross S in the diretion of n.10. (10 points) Let C be a simple losed smooth urve in theplane 2x+ 2y + z = 2, oriented as shown on the right. Showthat IC 2y dx+ 3z dy � x dzdepends only on the area of the region enlosed by C andnot on the position or shape of C.11. (10 points) Among all retangular solids de�ned by the inequalities 0 � x � a,0 � y � b, and 0 � z � 1, �nd the one for whih the total ux of F = (�x2 �4xy) i�6yz j+12z k outward through the six sides is greatest. What is the greatestux? (Needless to say that a and b are positive numbers.)
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